Hydroseeding

1,000.00$  1,000.00$  3,000.00$  3,000.00$  1,365.00$  1,365.00$  1,500.00$  1,500.00$  600.00$  600.00$

1

1,000.00$  1,000.00$  1,500.00$  1,500.00$  250.00$  250.00$  450.00$  450.00$  850.00$  850.00$

1

Grout w/control low slump material exist
10" drainage pipe

Furnish & install 6" 45 degree bend, DIMJ

DESCRIPTION
75.00$  16,500.00$  60.00$  13,200.00$  88.50$  19,470.00$  120.00$  26,400.00$  90.00$  19,800.00$

Furnish & install 3000 psi concrete for thrust blocks

$13,500 Bid Bond

Temporary erosion control

Furnish & install 6" AWWA gate valves incl. restraining glands, & disinfected

Furnish & install 6" blue DR-18 PVC AWWA C-900 water line by in place

Modify exist drop inlet to plug exist 12" PVC & 10" RCP, incl. collar

Tie new 18" RCP into exist curb inlet, including 12" concrete... surfaces

Furnish & install ADA detectable warnings, truncated dome incl. 2" depression for asphalt, 5.8 sack

Install 8" reinforced concrete mvmt. w/integral curb & gutter, incl. 2" depression for asphalt, 5.8 sack

Furnish & install hot-mix asphalt

Furnish & install new concrete yard drain, grill cover

Furnish & install 18" reinforced concrete arch pipe, ASTM D-506, O-ring or Ram-NEK gasket joint, Class A-III w/fabric wrap & sand bedding

Furnish & install new CB-01 drop inlets, grill cover, incl. 1’x1’ blockout into new CB-01

Furnish & install 18” RCP, ASTM C-76, O-ring or Profile gasket, Class III, Wall B w/fabric wrap & sand bedding

506, O-ring or Ram-NEK gasket joint, Class A-III w/fabric wrap & sand bedding

Furnish & install 18" reinforced concrete yard drain, drill cover

Furnish & install 18" reinforced concrete arch pipe, ASTM D-506, O-ring or Ram-NEK gasket joint, Class A-III w/fabric wrap & sand bedding

Furnish & install new concrete yard drain, grill cover, incl. 1’x1’ blockout into existing drop inlet

Install new CB-09 combination inlet

Install new Type CB-09 combination inlet

Tie new 18" RCP into exist curb inlet, including 12” concrete collar

Furnish & install exist 12" PVC drainage pipe from exist drop inlet and tie-in new 18" RCPA

Modify exist drop inlet to plug exist 12" PVC & 15" RCP, incl. 1’x1’ blockout into new CB-01

Cap or plug exist drainage line to be abandoned and grouted in place

Grout w/controll low slpump material exist 10" drainage pipe

Adjust exist water valve box to grade

Furnish & install 6” blue DR-18 PVC AWWA C-900 water line by open cut w/risand bedding, 10 ga. tracer wire, pressure tested & disinfected

Furnish & install 6” AWWA gate valves incl. restraining glands, valve box & valve pad

Furnish & install 3000 psi concrete for thrust blocks

Furnish & install 8" Hyman coupler

Install new 6" 45 degree bend, DIMJ

Hydroseeding

Temporary erosion control

TOTAL AMOUNT BID

5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond  5% Bid Bond

$219,810.00  $231,655.00  $234,106.50  $254,217.00  $287,687.00